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Band Leader
Will Choose
Miss BG*

Miss BO Entry In?

Business, Econ
Students Hear
NAM Speaker
David tfr. Holthrop, director of
employment stabilization of the
National Association of Manufacturers of New York, will address a
meeting of students in Business
and Economics in the Main Auditorium at 4 p.m., March 31.
Mr. Molthrop will speak on "Employment Stabilization." He has

All organisations who km
not alroay .ubmitled thair candidate, for tha "Miss BG" Contest are urged to dlo so as soon
as possibla.
All photographs must be
8" x 10" and must be mailed
or delivcrod to Bob Mudgett,
U-A Prom chairman. Delta Tau
Delta House, before Friday.
April 1.
Final judging will bo withheld, and tha winnar will bo
announced and presented at the
intermission of tbe annual Senate-sponsored U-A Prom on
Friday, April 22.
Tickets remain for this dance
and will go on sale in the
"Well" on Tuesday, April 5.

Mews Photo Club
The newly-organised Camera
Club will mMl Monday, March
28, at 6:30 p.m. in 31BA to
elect officers and ratify a con.
dilution. The Club invite* all
persons interested in photography to attend and to join.

Senior Gift Total
DAVID M. MOLTHROP
been in charge of the NAM program of employment stabilization
since 1946.
Since he began his
work there, up to the present time,
he has helped over 100 American
communities
adopt employment
stability for their employees.
During 1945 and 1946, Mr. Molthrop was in charge of Industrial
Relations and Personnel for tthe
Richardson Company, with plants
in Indianapolis, Melrose Park,
New Brunswick and Tyler, Texas.
By stabilizing their employment,
Mr. Molthrop saved the company
$76,000 in taxes.
From 1939 through 1943 he
handled employment stabilization
for U.S. Steel Corp. and also
served as Assistant Industrial Relations Director of CarnegieIllinois Steel Corp. During this
period, U. S. Steel Corp. by using
some of the techniques which will
be outlined in Mr Molthrop's
speech, saved over $2,300,000.
At the present time, U. S. Steel
Corp. is saving over ten million
dollars annually stabilizing employment. Mr. Molthrop also had
charge of 48 plants of the U. S.
Gypsum in Industrial Relations
and Personnel. He served as employer liaison with the Unemployment Compensation Division in
Illinois from 1937 through 1939.

R. Cappclla Choir
Makes 3-Day Tour
The A Cappella Choir will present the first of its concerts in the
present 3-day tour at Arlington
on Friday.
Another concert is scheduled in
Marion on the following evening.
The choir will be in Indianapolis
Sunday for a benefit performance
at the Veterans' Hospital. Guy
Smith, a former BGSU student
and a member of the chjir, is receiving treatment there.
The second concert for the day
will be sung at the Methodist
Church, the home church of choir
member Roy Jackson.

Master's Thesis
Worth Six Hours
Six hours will be granted for
the masters thesis at Bowling
Green State University starting
next fall. The change was approved by the University Graduate
Council.

Contributions for the Senior
Class gift total $74.97 according
to Don Flack, class treasurer.
Any further contributions may be
made from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the "Well" on Thursday, March
24.

Welcome
Home

GENE DUDLEY Is shown above sinking another basket for BGSU duriag tha St. Louis game. Meanwhile gloom and joy overtakes Bowling Green students. In the left inset, dejected students leave after
the Falcon upset. On the right, students cheer their victorious team defeating defending champs, St.
Louis. Over 1,100 students went to New York to see the games.

Falcon
Cagers

See Qee Aleutl
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/. Cannavan Wins
First Place In Ohio
State Interp Contest
John Cannavan won first place
and prize money in the Ohio State
Interception Contest, held at Kenyon College, Gambier, March 18.
He competed against representatives of 10 Ohio colleges. His
reading was a 12-minute cutting
from "Othello," in which he portrayed five characters.
Aris (Bob) Mallas placed fourth
in the Extemporaneous Speaking
Contest, in competition with the
same group.

Government Offers
Civil Service Test
Announcement of a competitive written examination to determine eligibility for appointment as a foreign service officer
has been received in the Liberal
Arts Office. The examination is
open to men and women who will
be 21 years of age but not older
than 31 years of age.
The examination will cover use
of the English language, vocabulary, interpretation of statistical
tables and graphs, range and accuracy of factual information,
and facility in the use of one modern language. In addition special
examinations will be given on the
principles of economics and world
history since 1776.

33rd Year

Wednesday. March 23, 1949

Fraternities Pledge 182 Men
Bowling Green's social fraternities pledged a total of 182
new members this semester with Theta Chi's accepting
the most pledges, 21, and Phi Delta and Gamma Theta Nu following close behind with 20 new pledges each.
The following is the complete list of all newly accepted
pledges as released by the office of Dean Conklin:
Phi Delta: Gene Aldridge,
Frank Bonfiglio, Harry Coleman,
Harry Fox, Lester G. Greene, Daniel t. Hudak, William D. Huff,
John H. Humphrey, Steve Hurak,
David S. Jamison, Larry Kaufman,
Robert L. Keener, William R. Kilpatrick, Charles C. Parsons, Richard Sankey, Harry J. Seitz, Jr.,
Fred A. Snell, Robert A. Weaver,
David B. White, Raymond G. Williams.
Pi Kappa Alpha: John R.
Duskes, Robert E. Ernst, Wilbert
Hawk, Jr., Edward Homze, Harold
Kitchen, Niles J. Fulwyler, Gerald
G. Martin, Eugene Harms, Ken W.
Shoemaker, Dale H. Sies, William
Stough, George Van Blyenburgh,
Paul Wallace, Vernon Wright,
Richard Ziegler.
Pi Theta: John Stephen Fridrick, Richard Ockman, Edward P.
Wolfram, John G. Reis, Dale E.
Patterson, Jay W. Dunivan, Donald J. Leedy, Paul R. Finucan,
Richard C. Merrell.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: George
Alexander, Merlin C. Apel, Melvern Ayers, Stephen Galetti, Jack
Galvin, Joseph Giradina, Fred
Grossman, Jerome H. Hock, Jerry
Kempter, Harold Manhart, Philip

J. Mersereau, Richard H. Meyers,
William R. Mitchell, Jerry M.
Quinlan, Rex Simonds.
Alpha Tau Omega: Thomas
Beach, William J. Fulton, Vincent
R. Garbo, John Howald, Ray LaChance, Lynn G. Merritt, Fred Nagcl, Walter E. Nachtigall, Fred
Ricketts, Arthur Ray Van Horn.
Beta Sigma: Charles Gildenmeister, James E. Hagerty, K. A.
Kocoves, Charles L. Mattern, Robert L. Pettigrew, George Peyton,
Robert J. Somogye, Jack Weissbrod.
Delta Tau Delta: Bernard C.
Adams, John Bowers, Melvin B.
Burwell, Jr., Duane Joseph Cassidy, Don C. Eaton, Merrill
Games, Albert Iandola, James F.
Ridge, Jack Rogers, David K.
Seitz, Richard L. Smith, Ronald
Snow, James P. Wolf, Henry V.
Wood.
Gamma Theta Nu: Elliott Barron, Joseph Carberry, Edward M.
Carty, Jr., Richard E. Davy, James
R. Enright, Vincent M. Ferrazza,
Andrew Hallahan, Karl' J. Hemerlein, Frederick Jadick, Harold
Lee, Edward T. Lihan, David W.
Long, Henry Malinowski, Pat
Mattschione, Lowell S. McCollough, Donald W. Nailor, Joseph
Speciale, Francis Shuckerow, Alex

Steve, Steve Torda.
Kappa Sigma: James S. Albright, Clare Champion, John
Dwyer, Maurice G. Early, James
Fuller, Thomas Hugeman, John
Hardy, Richard Logan, Art E. Miller, LeRoy McCord, Richard Seymore, Richard Toskc, Frank Vulli,
Gerald Vcnablc, Harold Watson.
Sigma Chi: Phil E. Broughton,
Roger M. Dutt, Mason D. Fcisel,
Mike Flannery, Philip GoeUmun,
Art Haby, Richard Levin, Richard
Reed, Robert Wlrt, Dick Good.
Sigma Nu: George Aman, Gene
Arthur, August Brown, Stan L.
Gilliland, David W. Grodhaus,
Berton R. Home, Joseph W. Kenley, James C. Koliha, George Patterson, Judson E. Pollock, Edwin
Schafer, John E, Spuhlcr, Dick
Stensby, Don Vorwerek, Paul K.
Wiseley, Harold Wherry.
Theta Chi: Richard Halt/, Robert K. Englchart, Arthur M.
Fowls, Evan E. Hcrr, John J.
Hritsko, David J. Kihlkcn, Norman
Lattanza, Robert Cecil Long, Allan Mangum, Carl Marggraff, Richard E. Meyer, Donald L. Miller,
Raymond E. Morris, John H. Mowery, Jr., Herbert A. Plassman, Edmund C. Rhinehart, Robert Robinson, E. William Semmelhaack,
Lowell Shrider, Ralph Zorn, Robert Wadsworth.
Zeta Beta Tau: Alan L. Cohen,
John L. Friedman, Jacques Gale,
Edward Goldhamer, Howard Hatoff, Edward Rauh, David Reichert,
Mitchell B. Reiner, Barry Siegcl.

Elliott Lawrence, leader of the
orchestra which will play at the
U-A Prom, expressed pleasure at
being asked to judge the "Miss
Bee Gee" Contest in connection
with the dance.
Bob Mudgett, prom chairman,
who spoke with Lawrence by telephone to New York City Monday,
says that several entries to the
contest have already been accepted. The deadline for entries is
April 1.
"Grecian Gardens" will be the
decorative theme for the Prom,
Friday, April 22. Jerry Martin,
decorations chairman, has secured
the services of non-Senate member Pat Hofmann, an art major,
to help with decorations.
see
THE FOLLOW1NC people have
accepted invitations to be chaperones at the Prom, after the Prom
Committee voted unanimously to
ask thorn: Dr. and Mrs. Donald
Bowman, Mr. and Mrs. William
Schmeltz, Dr. and Mrs. Emerson
Shuck, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Cooper, and Mr. Ralph E. Mead.
A complete list of Prom Committee members follows:
Bob Mudgett, general chairman,
and Phil Bilboa, band chairman.
Tickets committee: Jim Epps,
chairman; Mary Ann O'Donnell;
Nels Alexander; and Mary Jo
lloehm.
Invitations committee: Libby
Arnholt, chairman, and Bob Rundcll.
Decorations committee: Jerry
Martin, chairman; Dot Burger;
John Ingersoll; and Bob Radigan.
Program chairman: Phil Bilboa,
chairman; Louise Long; and Barbara Provost.
Publicity committee: Bob Mudgett, John Ingersoll, and Dave
Laurenzi.

Players To Give
One-Acts Monday
Two one-net plays will be presented in the Re cHall at 8 Monday evening, March 28. The plays
arc jointly produced by Dr. Elden
T. Smith's directing class, Robert
Richey's Workshop Players, and
students of ItClHS.
The cast and staff of "The Finger of God" include: Wilma
bowling, director; Douglas Robertson, Mr. Strickland; Stew
Rattcry, the valet; and Ruth MacDonald, a girl.
In "Search Me," are: Russ
Druckenmiller, director; Marc
Barbour, commentator; Miriam
Johnson, his wife; Marilyn Kncpper, Caroline; Jud Elertson, Marvin; Sal Guidice, Prescott; Collcttc Moran, Miss Williams; Barbara Cameron, Mrs. Koler; Collette M o r n n , 1st hitch-hiker;
Barbara Cameron, 2nd hitch-hiker;
Gary Wilson, Pete Haskins; and
Tom Durbin, Officer McNutty.

One More Chance
For Announcements
All graduating seniors who
failed to obtain commencement
announcements may do so Thursday, March 24. A table will be set
up in the "Well," and orders will
be taken from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
only.
Seniors who ordered announcements last week will be able to
pick them up May 1; 6-week service has been promised by the company.
A table will be set up in the hall
in front of the auditorium at this
time.
Watch the BEE GEE
NEWS for the final announcement
of this date.

Choir Presents Concert Thursday
• • •

• • *

Instrumental solos to be presented during the concert include
two cello solos, "Sonata" and "Toccata," by Marion Cumbo.
Andrades Lindsay Brown, pianist for the group, will play "Ro'mance" during the intermission.

Best known for its appearance in the original production of
Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess," the Negro choir will present a
varied program of folk tunes, native blues, and gambling songs.
Spirituals will be featured in the first part of the concert. "Hail,
Hcdl, Hall," the opening salutation, will be followed by "Carry the
Key," "Plenty Good Room," "Stand and Fold My Arms," "The
Lord Shake the Heavens," "I Belong to That Band," "Rock My
Soul," "How Long the Train Been Gone?", "My .Lord,. What a
Momin'," and "Tall Angel at the Bur."

Mean World," "Summertime," "John Henry," "Simon the Fisher-

Far-Away Places,' "Never Let a Dollar Roll By,' and "Land

of Degradation.'

ning at 8:15 in the Men's Gym.

In the second half of the program, the 16-member choir will
sing an excerpt from "They Lynched Him to a Tree," "This Is a

• * •

man,

The Eva Jessye Choir will give a concert here tomorrow eve-

General admission tickets may be purchased by students
for five cents plus Ac Card and reserved seats for 50 cents plus
Ac Card. The public may purchase general admission tickets for
$1.80 and reserved seats for $2.40.

THE EVA JESSYE CHOIR, pictured above, oae of the top Negro
organisations of its kind. will present a program bar* tomorrow.

The final number of the current Artist Series will be presented
Sunday, April 3, when Max Eastman, noted poet and author,
lectures here. Lauritz Melchoir, Burl Ives, and the Robert Shaw
Chorale have been signed to appear on next year's Artist Series.

New York Bound

Debate Team Travels Also;
But Not To Play Basketball
By RALPH VILLERS

Dear Dyre,
The enclosed manuscript stinks. I want to ujy on yo'ir
shoulder, but you are unavailable. What should I do? I
haven't time to consult Mary Haworth before deadline. Something should be done with me. I would probably be much
handier with a broom than with a typewriter. Below I will
list my 1,000 strongest excuses which are feeble in their

While Bowling Green's athletic teams are touring: the
country winning honors for the school, a little-known team of
another kind does almost as much traveling and honor-winning. Being made up of both sexes, it may not be able to take
the basketball court against rivals, but is ready to take the
floor and argue the point with anyone. It's our debate squad.
Doing most of their traveling on
weekends, the squad has this year
been to such places as St. Paul;
Bloomlngton, III.; Columbus; and
Kent. There they matched words
with debaters from schools from
all over the country.
Not all contests arc held abroad.
BG played host in January as
sponsors of the rapidly growing
Great Lakes Area Tournament.
Teams from 42 schools in seven
states participated in it, the second of an annual affair, which had
the attracting novelty of free
housing for debaters.
CAMPUS DEBATERS, like the
basketball team, had their eyes
this year, as others, on a trip to
New York. They missed their bid
to debating's national invitational
at WeBt Point by placing second
in the state. They were bested in
Ohio only by Denison.
A single subject—decided upon
by the three National Forensic
Honorarics and debate coaches—
is used for all meetings during the
year. The debaters never cease
gathering materinl to use against
the "enemy" regardless of the
number of debates they participate in.

• • •

THIS CONTINUAL use of the
same subject often is the cause of
the boredom of those who attend
many debates.
Prof. M. Harold
Mikle, debate coach, who has
judged about 40 contents this year,
says: "I can almost tell what they
are going to say when they stand
up."
Many of the members of the debate squad belong to Pi Kappa
Delta, the largest National Forensic Honorary. Their interests lie
not only in debate but in discussion, oratory, and other fields of
speech expression.
Eta chupler, founded at BG in
1830, is handed together in the
honorary'" purpose of promoting
skill in speaking.
In April about 10 members will
attend 1'iKU'a National Convention at Bradley University. About
that time all the uninitiated had
better take cover. The tide of
well planned speeches might be
too much for one who knows little
about affirmative and negative outside of their having some connection with a song.

Students Asked
To Report New
License Numbers
All students having cars registered on campus at Bowling Green
are requested to report their new
license plate numbers to Mrs.
Robert Whittaker in Dean Conklin's office as soon as they receive
them. The Bowling Green registration number must accompany
the new numbers.

Radio Station

Foreign Student

Presents Latest

Confab Planned

Feature Program

At Ohio State

"Guest In The Nest" is one of
tho newest additions to radio
shows beamed from WRSM, campus broadcast station.
The program, which is a variation of the "Man on the Street"
type of radio interview, is actually
a disc show announced by students in the Nest. It is entirely
unrehearsed.
WRSM announcers carrying a
portable microphone pick out different students to read the name
and the artist of the song which is
played following the interview.
The theme song of the show is
Claude Thornhill's "Robin's Nest."
Announcers for the show are
Ernest Capron, John Cannavan,
and James Hof.
According to Sidney Stone, associate professor of speech and
director of WRSM activities,
growing interest in "Guest in tho
Nest" has been noted by announcers of the show.
Another program recently added to the WKSM schedule is entitled, "The History of Jazz,"
which is aired at 0:45 p.m. on
Tuesday and Thursday. The program is made up of old and new
jazz recordings and is announced
by Jay Merklc.
Other recently added programs
on tho WRSM scUeilulc arc "The
Delt Trio" at 6 :;)0 and "Live Drama" at 7 on Monday evenings,
"On The Cufl" at 0:30 and "Melody Lane" at 7 on Wednesday evenings, and "Moods in Music" at
7 p.m. on Thursday.

Students Still Break
Postal Regulations
Several students still insist upon
putting letters and notes in the
laundry bags and parcels they
send out.
At present a parcel in which n
student placed a note is being held
for $1.04 postage due, which could
have been avoided had the person
sent the letter in an envelope for n
S-cent stump, since the entire parcel becomes due at the first-class
rate of postage when notes or letters arc found in the parcel*,
Parcels are given a special rate,
and it is not legal to try to send
letters along for the same rate of
postage*

SNOW AND ICE failed to halt th. oiodoua of BG itudonti to Now
York last woolc Piclured abovo aro Frank Howard and Loroy Volkmor
beginning tho long trip to tho eastern city.

Students Visit New York
By Plane, Train, Thumb
By MUFFI CASINI
Weekend in New York!
It all began with the over-powcring school spirit of following
the team to New York. Of course
the decision was u tough battle —
whether to cut classes or go to
New York!
We packed ourselves u la sardine into a 1937 Chrysler—no
heater, but good ventilation. The
determination of getting to New
York was strong . . . who cared
whether the Turnpike was icy or
that a snow storm wus coming up.
We even laughed when the car
stnlled in the gas station, before
leaving BG.
The illumination of our car
from the flaming hearth furnaces
and tho steaming cradles of hot,
molten metal awoke the snoozers,
when we arrived in Pittsburgh. It
was a sight to remember, a hill
town of closely-knitted, snowtopped homes. How could we forget? We got to sec it four times,
e e e
THE DRIVER circled the town
four times before realizing we
weren't getting anywhere. When
we finally hit the Turnpike, it was
daylight.
We then enjoyed the
beautiful scenery of the snowtopped mountains and the picturesque towns in the valleys of Blue
and Tuscorora Mountains.
After the Turnpike came Easton, Pa., New Jersey, and New
York. We arrived in time to see
the St. Patrick's Day Parade.
e • •
IT WAS A REAL homecoming
at Hotel Paramount. About half
of the student body seemed to be
there.
Having signed up for
rooms, we unpacked and got ready
for the game at Madison Square
Garden. The team put up a good
fight.
After the game we went to the
famous Billy Rose's Diamond
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Smoking rules at this University were provided for a purpose. That purpose Is to "keep all
fires at a minimum. But there still seem to be
some students who can't understand what
"No Smoking" means, or else they are those
kind of students who spend most of their time
while In college trying to get away with something.
There have been five fires in various buildings at Bowling Green this year and four of these
five were caused by students who left lighted
cigarettes lying around. The four fires were at
West Hall, Williams, Shatzel, and the Library.
At West Hall, a lighted cigarNO SMOKING
ette left on a ledge, fell and

Horseshoe.
The music of Al
Saunders and Billy Bangs was
superb! We spent our second and
third day in New York sightseeing.
We saw Radio City, the Empire
State Bldg., Statue of Liberty,
Rockefeller Center, the Plaza's
skating rink, and Sak's Bth Avenue. We went on a guided tour at
NBC and up 460 feet in the RCA
Bldg. to the observation tower.
On 9th and Bth Avenue, we saw
Dream House II and went through
the luxuriously-decorated rooms.

• • *

AS FOR CULINARY activities,
we ate Ravioli at the Italian Kitchen, Egg Foo Young at Canton Villuge, Spumoni at Romeo's, and j>ie
and coffee at the Automat.
Saturday night's game made up
for the loss of Thursday's. We
celebrated the victory at Hotel
Piccadily on Times Square, where
we listened to the broadcast of
Nat Cole's Trio.
Our tripback at 9 a.m. Sunday
was just as enjoyable as our stay
in New York until we reached
Fostoria and were fined $30 for
passing n truck on a crowded byway.
But that wasn't half as bad as
finding two letters on the desk
when I reached BG at 2 a.m. One
was from Time magazine and the
other from Glamour, telling me to
stop in for an interview the next
time I'm in New York!

'46 Plymouth In
Bad Shape Also
After New York
Returning New Yorkers who
thought they were ready for the
wooden box had nothing on "Old
Bess." "Old Bess" is a 1946 Plymouth owned by Bill Saunders.
Starting out with a load of luggage and seven passengers, Marty
Mouth, Dottie Matz, Joan Evans,
Katie Puster, Jeannctte Stewart,
Dick Altken, and Bill, she rebuked
her burden at Pittsburgh.
Locking her brakes in that hilly
and icy area, she forced a 12-hour
lay-over while her irate passengers
missed the illustrious Thursday
night game.
Refusing to give up, she balked
again in New York and demanded
another rest with accommodations
in an expensive garage. Finally
subdued, she started the journey
home Sunday night but she won
the bout in the end. Giving one
last cough about 15 miles outside
Bee Gee, she sat determinedly
while everyone piled out and hastily hit the road in order to make 8
o'clock classes.

ignited the foundation.
The
damage was not substantial
but some replacement will be
necessary.

BO Delegates Attend
Education Meeting

Cigarettes are much more dangerous than
matches because they continue to burn long after
they are thrown away. If a match does not IgBOOM,
nite something immediately, the danger is gone
Managing Editor while a cigarette continues to smolder and some
Chi Home, Telephone 12811
type of damage Is almost certain.
It was not long ago that a f&e at Kenyan
John Fay_
Delate Editors
caused a great disaster at that University. We
Sports Editor don't care to have a similar Incident occur here.
-Photography Editor If there are students who Insist on smoking
where they are not supposed to, it would be apCopy Editor
preciated if they would make sure their clgar..Faaturo Editor eltes are out when they throw them away.

Dr. Herschel Litherland, dean
of the College of Education, and
nine other BGSU delegates, have
returned from a conference of educators, held at Heidelberg College last Saturday.
These attending the meeting
frwm Bowling Green were: Dr.
Walter A. Zaugg, Dr. JonBB. Ooo,
Dr. James B. McQuown, Dr.
Charles W. Young, Willlain C. Jordan, William S. Wagner, Miss
Dorothy Moulton, Miss Marjory
Hummon, and Miss Martha Gesling.

Official Student Publication
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By tho Btud.nU of Bowline Green State University
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MEANS
NO SMOKINGI

Foreign students on all college
campuses in Ohio are being invited
to attend International Student's
Day at Ohio State University,
Saturday, April 9. The fourth annual event is sponsored by the
campus YWCA and YMCA in cooperation with student religious
groups,
international
students'
clubs and other campus organizations.
Many out-of-town students, expected to arrive in Columbus Friday night, April 8, will be guests
at an open house to be held at the
George Wells Knight International House for Ohio State foreign
students, at 104 Fifteenth Ave.
Campus and city-wide tours are
planned for the visitors Saturday
morning, with all conferees scheduled to meet at 1 p.m. for lunch at
Baker Hall.
Highlight of the day will be discussion meetings, to begin at 2:30
p.m. in Baker Hall, with a panel
on "How Well Arc American Colleges Meeting Foreign Students'
Needs?"
Participants, who will
also serve as leaders of subsequent
discussion groups, will be: Mrs.
Kiijainm.il Devadas, India; Hector
Valencia, Columbia; Arthur Tye,
China; Sroh Buasri, Siam; and
Ahmet Noyan, Turkey.
Prof.
Arthur II. Davidson, director of
the University's Intern a t i o n a 1
House, will act as moderator.
Among the social events will be
a tea in the Grand Lounge of
Pomerene Hall, beginning at 4
p.m.; a dinner at 6 p.m. at King
Ave. Methodist Church; and an
evening program of skits, music,
folk and social dancing. Dinner
speaker will be Dr. Viva Boothe,
director of the Ohio State Bureau
of Business Research. .
The Foreign Language Dept.
gives a party annually to guests,
foreign students, and Bowling
Green seniors who are majoring
or minoring in a foreign language.

February High
For Employment]
February saw the number of
Ohioans entering the ranks of the
jobless drop for the first time since
Oct. 1948, but total unemployment
was still up, Bureau of Unemployment Compensation Administrator
Frank J. Collopy reported today.
Seasonal factors continued to
support the unemployment trend
last month, Collopy said, but layoffs due to production cutbacks
were also playing an important
role. Layoffs due to inventorytaking and material shortages
were relatively few in number.

strongest points.
I don' know what to do with the
subject. I spent quite some time
talking to Mr. Mikle who was very
patient with one so uninitiated in
the subject as I.
I know what you are going to
say—"You were supposed to write
about Pi Kappa Delta."
True
enough, but the info was about
nil. Members of the debate squad
and honorary are almost sonomus
(even my spelling isn't good—how
will I ever become a newspaper
man?—will I ever become a
man?)
I ADMIT THAT this (the enclosed manuscript) is the worst
piece of writing that has ever be.
your misfortune to read.
It
poorly organized, lacks a "breei
writing style—for which the B
Zee news is famous for. It lapunch, continuity, even a rea ,i
for being written. What am 1
do?
For such a thing as is enclo. d
I could be flunked out of t te
school of journalism.
What do
you want me to do? It isn't fit to
be printed or I would be burned in
cfigy by the members of the debate squad, and would properly be
tarred and feathered by the readers of the Bee Wee news (please
underline first letter of last word
to indicate upper case).
If I had the dough I would leave
for New York where my heart is
(as you can tell after reading enclosed manuscript) I would. But
I am broke, so I will stay and face
the music. I'll probably go west
after you read it but that does not
matter. You'll probably say if he
(meaning me) put in as much
time on the manuscript as on this
letter it would be good. I've put
in the boocoes of time on it and
nothing could make it good. It's a
good subject, but I just can't
write. Please advize.
Your friend (I hope.)
Name Withheld

Foreign Pupils
Featured In New
WRSM Program
A program featuring the languages and cultures of foreign nations was presented by the Foreign
Language Dept. Sunday night during the annual department banquet in the Commons.
Representing France with songs
and readings were Pat Evans,
Patricia Sanguinetti, G i 1 b e r t c
(Susie) Greiner, Mary Green, and
Janine Rossard.
Spain and Latin American dances, costumes, and customs were depicted by Leticia Carles, Ana
Luisa Krieger, and Marta Clavel.
German songs, readings, and a
piano solo constituted the Teutonic contribution of the evening's
entertainment.
Students participating in the German entertainment were Henry Colebank, Arne
Nilssen (violin solo), Robert Ketzenbarger, William Stahl, John
Eisenhart, Pat Evans, and Ruth
Bowen.

jHetieulvlUZdOo*...
To the Editor:

two books since March 1 from the
Last Wednesday night, March Library. One book, Community
Hygiene, was lost on March 1, and
16, when I was kindly invited by
Kappa Delta Pi to outline the pre- the other book, Liberal Education,
vailing educational system in my was lost March 18. I have been
country, emphasizing among other in the habit of leaving my books
things the existing formality be- overnight in the Library. My reatween faculty members and stu- son for doing this was that I didn't
dents of the University of Athens, use them after I got down to the
I said that the latter used to ap- dorm and would only have to carry
plaud at the end of each lecture all of them bock up again the next
period. I expressed the opinion morning.
I lost these books from the Lithat I rather dislike this custom
that adds to the segration of the brary. Someone took them. I'm
teacher from his class and helps sure that after five weeks of school
the students very little to get what no one hasn't bought the books
they need.
that he needs. So I say to whoOn the other hand, Dr. Walter ever took these books, I need them.
A. Zaugg, counselor of the said or- I need them more than he does. I
ganization, having in mind the in- need them for my studies and I
gratitude of some students, sug- cannot afford to buy another one of
gested as a good idea the leading each book. These books had my
name and address in them. The
of such a motion here.
I undoubtedly agree that it is Liberal Education book had a
not fair at all to reach the other Bowling Green cover on it. It
had two printed papers in it
extremity.
Will anyone having any inforVOB Demetriades
mation concerning these books
pleaso
contact mi at North Dorm,
Dear Editor:
Room 124C, or will the person (s)
I am writing this letter with the who took these please return them.
hope that yon will print it in the
Thank yon,
BEE GEE NEWS. I have lost
Bill White
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Victory For BGSU

—

IRIS UtWIN

JANET DUNSON

Fraternity social activities came last Wednesday evening.
Chartering a bus was one way
to a screeching: halt last weekend
Kappa Delta held an exchange to get to New York and that is
as migration set in and everybody dinner with Delta Tau Delta last exactly what the Alpha Xi't did.
Seats were not restricted to only
"took off," hut nevertheless, here's week.
Two new pledges to Sigma Rho that sorority's members however,
a little bit of this and that.
Tau sorority are Joanne Dunn and for the load was comprised of
Epiilon Chi chapter of Sigma Mary Brandt.
members from many groups and
Na fraternity here on campus has
More pledge officers of the vari- many women's dorms.
New officers installed in the acwon the distinction of ranking:
ous sororities are:
tive chapter of Phi Ma Tuesday
first scholastically of the entire
For Alpha Gamma Delia, Carol night. They are: Bettylou LorSigau Na fraternity.
Ahlman was chosen president of eni, president; Lil Rossow, vice
Members of T^eta Chi fraterher plege class;. Jean Tevis, vice
nity elected Bruce Mullen to the president; Frances Walters, treas- president; Kay Braddock, treasurfraternity presidency for the com- urer; Shirley Kerr, secretary; and er; and Helen Anne Noftsger, secretary.
ing; year, other officers are Bob
Barbara Evans, chaplain.
Phi Mm entertained Eddie CarMarsh, vice president; Bob Oiler,
Gamma Phi Beta pledge officers roll, who was on campus during
secretary; Gene Miller, treasurer;
Bill Miller, first guard; Paul are: Marion Callaway, president; the previous CLEW Week, WedO'Rourke, second guard; Bob Joan Brydon, vice president; Ruth nesday evening for dinner. Mr.
Gum, historian; Willard Jinks, li- Sirn, treasurer; Pat Workman, re- Carroll is an executive secretary
brarian; and I.yle Cartwright, cording secretary; San Urschel, of the YMCA in New York.
corresponding secretary; Marichaplain.
anne Bingham, activity chairman; INTERNATIONAL
Bob Rundell was elected the
Pat Lindberg, publicity chairman; RELATIONS CLUB
outstanding man of the year of ,
and Phyllis Briggs, song chairman.
Theta Chi fraternity and bob EnsMembers of the International
Pledge officers for Alpha Xi
len was voted outstanding senior
Delta are: Patricia Sikes, presi- Relations Club who attended the
of the fraternity.
dent; Mary Alice Berger, vice Ohio Valley Regional Conference
Throwing a stag get-together
president; Shirley Hollis, secre- at Union College, Barbourville,
for their pledges recently, memKy., March 18-19 are: William
tary; and Joan Leland, treasurer.
mers of Gamma Thata Nu fraterCameron, James Quackenbush,
nity began their newly-formed soWilliam Kirshner, and Donald
cial calendar.
Johnson.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
entertained last Sunday with a
tea in honor of their housemother,
Members of the Home Economics
Mrs. William Lloyd.
Faculty
Prominent
Methodist
leaders Club will have a tafTy-pull tonight
members and representatives from
throughout Ohio were named to a at 7 in the new electric foods labsocial organizations were invited.
oratory in the PA Bldg. All home
United Wesley Foundation Deeconomics students are invited.
G«mm« Phi Beta's entertained
velopment
Committee
today
to
Come in bobby sox and with ten
Dr. and Mrs. F. J. Prout at dinner
raise building funds for Methodist cents in your pocket*.
work on state university campuses.
Among those named to the com- PHI ALPHA CHI
mittee are: Dr. Frank J. Prout,
Phi Alpha Chi, accounting honpresident of Bowling Green State orary, will meet tonight at 7:30 in
University; Dr. Walter A Zaugg of
Studio "B" of the PA Bldg.
The Marine Corps officer candi- the Bowling Green faculty; the Three January graduates will talk
date program will be explained by Rev. Leslie D. Vcsey, pastor of on their first experiences in the acCaptain George H. Linnemeier in First Methodist Church in Bowling counting field. An amendment to
the "Well" Monday and Tuesday, Green; Mrs. R. J. Mericlo of Del- the constitution is- to be voted
phos and Mrs. E. F. Andree of Van
March 28 and 29.
upon.
Freshman and sophomore men Wert.
Dale Stump, prominent Columand women enlisting in the Platoon
Leaders Class will go to Quanti- bus attorney who will head the
co, Va., two different summers and committee, said the appointment
thus become eligible for reserve or of the committee "is one more step
active commissions upon gradua- toward making the Methodist
Committees of the Ohio College
Church a vital part of university Association will report on their
tion.
activities for the year 1948-49
"The program does not interfere life."
At
Kent
State
University, when the association has its annual
with college work," Captain LinneMiami University and Ohio Uni- meeting April 8-9 at the Deshlermeier explained.
Bowling Green students who versity student centers are now be- Wallick Hotel in Columbus.
have completed one six-week sum- ing operated in connection with
The two-day meeting with a full
At Bowling
mer term in the Marine program campus churches.
program of general and sectional
are: James J. Fitxgerald, Richard Green State University the Methosessions on many subjects will be
D. Grimm, David M. Hawley, dists cooperate with nine other open to faculty members of all
Hugh T. Kennedy, David J. T. denominations in a United Stu- Ohio Colleges.
Kihlken, Raymond E. Roe and dent Christian Fellowship.
This year's OCA committees in
Arthur R. Wilkowsky.
elude:
High School and College RelaAll male journalism students in- tions— K. H. McFall, Bowling
terested in joining Delta Sigma, Green State University, chairman.
men's journalism honorary, are reVeterans Affairs—R. C. MatDr. S. H. Lowrie of the Sociol- quested to sign their name in the thies, Wittenberg College, SpringJournalism
Office.
field, chairman; K. H. McFall,
ogy Dept. was guest speaker at
To become eligible, students Bowling Green State University.
the Northwest Ohio Psychology
must
be
a
junior
or
senior,
have
Association meeting here SaturAPARTMENT FOR RENT; two low
day.
His topic was "Scholastic a 3.0 cumulativa average in all room*;
sultabl. [or Instructor., married
Achievement and Frequency of journalism subjects, and 2.3 in students, or a couple male student.. Dick
Dating." ..The meeting was held in all other subjects. They must also Foster. 625 West Wooster, Phone 2*11.
the form of a luncheon at the Fal- be interested in making journalism their career.
con's Neat.

Methodist Leaders
To Raise Funds

Marine Captain
* Explains Program

OCA Will Meet At
Deshler Wallick

Delta Sigma Members

Dr. Lowrie Speaks
To Psychology Group

Special • College

WOOD- CO. HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
AND HEATING
Phone 9471

245 North Main

Rates

Sj
_

ALL SOCIAL ACTIVITIES on campus cam* to a grind.nf halt
whan 1,100 or more, student, want to New York to watch th* taam in
•canat like th* OBI above. Coach Harold Anderson is shown being lifted
upon the shoulders of victorious Falcone.

Clubs Schedule Meetings
ART CLUB

SIGMA PSI OMEGA

The Art Club will meet in Room
8 of the Art Bldg. tomorrow night
at 7:16 p.m. Dr. T. H. Tuttlc will
be the sepaker for the evening.
The meeting is open to any art
student.
Refreshments will be
served.
BETA PI THETA
Beta Pi Thcta presented its annual party for French majors and
minors last week.
Committee
chairmen who planned the affair
were: Doyle McOwen, Dolores
Freshley, Pat Evans, and Betty
Kumlcr Bell.
Next social program of the
French honor society will feature
recordings of Maurice Chevalier's
songs.
LUTHERAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
The Lutheran Students Association will meet Sunday at 6:15 p.m.
The topic discussed will be "The
Seventh Commandment."
Price
of the supper is now reduced to
86c.

SCIENCE BLDG. BID
IS LOWER THAN EXPECTED
Final bids for the Science Bldg.
are over $150,000 under the original estimate, it was announced today.
Bids were advertised and selected recently.

RADIO
SALES and SERVICE
Tubes -- Batteries

BILL'S RADIO &
TELEVISION

TIME! Hr-*"*

IS.41 easier Ik*

Il.l* ..... ike

ft is

Right
oil of
tie
Movies!

•gOW efts'/a

ALL-STAR
HOLLYWOOD ACTS

$1 15 ..a*. Ik*
f.l.ler 1-yeaV

WELCOME
when yaw subscribe
through ui at the »P«» a *■•>
cial College Roto of oaly »4./5

THE BEST IS
YET TO COME
n< St..* Sho** in «Han
GET TICKETS NOW:

BE SURE of n SEAT'

Bee Gee High School
Auditorium
ALL TYPES OF

SANDWICHES
MILKSHAKES

SOFT DRINKS
COFFEE

Dak* rear
•tellers str.t.k
farther—fcr lealae satsiila#e saw ef
raes. ■Maey-Mtrkaj. spsrM reset . . •

University
Book Store

Sigma Psi Omega's first pledge
class of the second semester includes Rudy Mancini, Jim McGerry, John Cournoycr, Dick House,
Roger Day, and Frank Mendcz.
These men will be invested on
Tuesday, March 22.
Charles VonKennel, Neil Dorman, Doug Hosley, Wayne Riley,
Russell Bresien, Avcry Urott, Al
Hutchinson, Bob Taylor, and Ben
Jenkins, are members of the second pledge'class, which will be inducted in April.
Sigma Psi Omega is planning an
outing for members and guests to
be held on April 9, and has scheduled its spring dance for the evening of May 18.

Mel Upp of the Toledo Blade
will speak on "A Look At Advertising" during a meeting Monday,
March 28, Studio "B," PA Bldg.
Mr. Upp will be accompanied by
H. C. Aldridge, the Blade's general advertising manager.
Marketing, advertising, general
business, and journalism students
aro invited to hear this lecture.
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Miriam Johnson will present a
play entitled "Pin Holes," a oneact play which shows the attitude
of people in foreign countries
toward missionaries, at the Sunday SCF meeting. The cast includes: Derry Fishel, Jean HUHker, Jo McCluer, Raleigh Slawson,
and Lewell Everingham.
There will be a special collection
for money for CARE packages to
be sent to Eric Smetena in Vienna,
Austria, who was adopted by SCF
almost a year ago.
LOST: Silver and aray Parker 51 pen.
Heturn to lanlc. SchrMber, 215 Kohl.

Typewriters Repaired,
Office Typewriters, Office Supplies and Equipment, Offset Printing.

Econ-O-Print
West Oak Street
Bowling Green, Ohio

FOR SALE: 1941 Ponliac Streamline 2door sedan. Very clean Inside and out.
See t. E. Robertson. Univ. Apis. K-3, alter
4 p.m.

1J.4J ..e'er ik.

YOU ARE ALWAYS

Top billing for the social weekend goes to the Freshman orchestra dance called the "Neptune
Frolic" to be held in the Women's
Gym from 9 to 12 Saturday night.
The Varsity Club will hold a
dance from 9 to 12 In the Women's
Bldg. Friday night Also scheduled for Friday night is the Alpha
Gamma Delta Bridge Tourney.
Kappa Sigma fraternity won last
year's tournament.
Movies this weekend are: "StanIcy and Livingston" Friday night,
and "Little Old New York" on Saturday night. Both will be shown
in the PA Auditorium at 7 and 0
p.m.
Kohl Hall Kapers and the
Varsity Club dance were postponed last weekend because of the
number of students being absent
from the campus.
STUDENT ADVERTISING
ORGANIZATION

338 So. Main

when you subscribe
through us at the 5p.-c _ . .
cial College Rale of only'5.00

WHiTEHOUSE HAMBURGER
SHOP

^
*

'Neptune Frolic' Rates
Top Social Billing

Tonight Only!
Shows at 7 and 9:30

Tickets At Door
Adults 1.26

Children 60c

PHONE 4061

More time for leisure
if you own a

Smith-Corona
portable typewriter
If you don't know why or
how, code us.

Go To Hamblin's For

QUICK
SERVICE
IN BY 10-OUT BY 5
Hamblin Cleaners have geared their operations to take care
of rush orders the same day. Bring in your salt, coat or
dress before 10:00 and it's ready for yon at 8:00. The work
is the same high quality and you can leave other clothes
that do not require immediate service. Try out HAMBLIN'S QUICK SERVICE when you need something cleaned
(■mediately. You'll like It.

PHONE 14673
For Everyday Pick-up and
Delivery Anywhere in B. G.

HAMBLIN
CLEANERS
524 East Wooiter Street
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What Happened
At Frisco Game?

IQU

Personality Portraits

Rudy Mancini Takes His
Share Of Boxing Titles

By John R«d«b«uEh

By JANE CARLTON

The question that seemed to be on everyone's lips last
He's-up! He's down! He's up . . . He's up to stay!
week was the Falcons' mediocre showing against San Fran- Yesireee. He did it again. Rudy Mancini, the winnah!
cisco after their championship performance against St. Louis.
A product of one of the toughest little burgs in the U.S.A.,
Here are some of the answers for the surprise defeat given by Rudy learned to fight for self defense as a kid in Washington,
students that saw the game.
Pa. (Ed. Note: This town was recently described in an article
Murilyn Hook, a sophomore
called "Bad Town," printed in True Story magazine.)
from Lcipsio, said, "I think thuy
were too confident.
With St.
Louis they wire the underdogs and
they went into the irunio knowing
they would have a battle on their
hands while they seemed to take
San Frnnriscn for laanted."
"They certainly weren't hitting,
and it alto was a big lot down af<
tor the game with the Bilikent,"
wai the opinion of Bob Stamper,
a sophomore whoie home ie in
Bedford, Ind. "1 think," he added,
"we could beat them any night except
that
night.
The
boys
shouldn't be blamed for losing; it
was just one of those things that
happens to any ball club."
Ginger Van Pelt, u junior from
Philadelphia, thought it was just
an oir night "Perhaps the defeat," she said, "was caused from
too much stress on St. Louis and
after that victory they thought
tiny could eoaal over San FranchvCO| who were definite underdogs."
"I don't think you can pin it
on any one thing, it just wasn't
BG's night," stated Bill Koogan, a
junior from Toledo.
"If we
played them any other time we
could beat them because the Falcons have superior speed, height,
and ability."
Ralph Scott, a junior whose
hometown
is Cleveland,
said,
"Their shooting from the floor
was otr, unit we also were favorites which Hamad to cause n little
OVarconAdence." Jokingly he added, "Maybe an omen of good luck
for Frisco was their green uniforms, as it WM Saint Patrick's
Day."

Office Arranges
Fall Housing

Housing for the fall term, 194950 is now being set up.
The following schedule for students now living on campus to
mako application for on-campus
accommodations will be maintained in the Office of the Dean of
Student: :

East and West Halls, March 21March 22; Huts and Dorm "Q,"
March 23-March 24; Stadium,
March 28 and March 29; North
Dorm and North Annexes, March
30-March 31.
Shatzel Hall, March 21-March
22; Williams Hall, March 23March 24; Kohl Hall-Kohl Annex,
March 28-March 29; North Dorm
and North Annexes, March 30March 31.
Students now living off campus
who desire on-campus accommodations for the fall term will make
application in the Office of the
Dean of Students on April 4 iiii'l
thereafter.

• • *

Get Certificates
that students, A thru L, expecting
teachers certificates, pay their cer-

Club on March 16.

ing done so already.

tificate fee immediately if not hav-
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*ALL IS NOT COLO THAT
GUTTER'* ~- ANO T>4C
MOST APPETlZtMCrWOOL€NS MAV BE.
MONITC CUSANKD*

knocked out the champion of Holland.
e • •
THIS JOURNALISM MAJOR
plans to do newspaper work following graduation next June.
"This summer I would like to work
on my home-town paper," he remarked.
The president of the German
Club is also a recent pledge of Sigma I'si Omega.
As for professional boxing,
Rudy is not really interested. "I
want to make a 'go' of journal-

"WE SPENT MOST of our time
at the Pittsburgh Lyceum, and it
was a good way to keep those kids
off the street," Rudy added.
All in all, Rudy has been in 78*
fights and is at the present time,
champion of Lorain County. In
1941, he won the Pittsburgh metropoliton championship and later
was a runer-up in the Diamond
Belt Tournament.
The Army postponed Rudy's
boxing days for three years, however. He served in the Combat Engineers, 29th and 30th Infantry
Division in the European theater,
and as a platoon sergoant, had little trouble in keeping peace
among his men.
Two months nfter the War ended, he entered a Dutch-American
boxing tournament and after two
knockouts and a decision, he

RUDY MANCINI

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS

ism," he said strongly, "and if this
is impossible then I'll resort to
boxing."
1
Rudy hopes to stimulate interest in a boxing club at Bee Gee.
"That is one of the reasons I came
here," he added.

The Registrar's- Office requests

Bam Cooper spoke and showed
movies about the Kellogg Health
Plan at the Physical Education

'flfia\*vS

"The kida in that neighborhood
were really ruffians," he said,
reminiscing over his earlier years.
"I learned the art of boxing from
Sammy Angot, the world champion from 1940-42, who lived next
door."
Boxing became BO popular with
the youngsters around Washington, that a Judge Brownson of
the city began what he called "The
Brownson House" Club. Then the
"kids" from all sections of that
area learned to fight the right way
under the training of Billy Conn,
Fritzie Zivac, and other great boxers of the day.
• e e

CORSAGES

TENNIS
RACQUET
RESTRINGING

FLOWER GIFTS

We Deliver

48 Hour Service
Phone 5734

Gluick'WcufOH
By CHUCK ALBURY

What's your favorite indoor game? Basketball? Table
tennis? Dancing? Well out at East Hall it's contract bridge.
It's not just a passing fancy, either. Often three games
will be going on at the same time in the lounge.
One club ... Pass ... Two hearts ... Three no trump ...
Four cluba, I am ... All goes fine
until "IT" appears on the scene.
I say "IT" even though "IT" is
really a kibitzer.
Webster defines a kibitzer as
"... a looker-on; one who watches
a card game without playing ..."
Mr. Webster evidently never
played cards or he couldn't have
said such a thing.
A kibitzer is a low, loud
mouthed, stupid ignoramus, who
should be tarred, feathered, .and
boiled in oil—except that would
be too good for him. Kibitzing
Bhould be punishable by stuffing
decks of cards down the kibitzer's
throat until he chokes to death.
Imagine the situation. The bid
is three hearts and your opening .
lead. You finger the two of diamonds, preparing to throw in on
the board. A low voice behind
you hisses, "No."
You drop the diamond in your
lap, nervously toss out a spade,
and your opponent takes every
trick. A diamond lead would have
set the bid. Turning quickly, you
glare back at your kibitzer, but
he's gone; moved to the next table
where he can give someone.else
the benefit of his "advice."
A bridge player's ability can be
acurately measured by the number
of kibitzers he has. An expert has
none, or at the most one. The
average player may have from one
to three.
It's the poor player, or the beginner, who bears the brunt of the
kibitzer's free advice. He may be
getting "help" from as many as
half a dozen 11 mm' and becoming
progressively confused with each
gem of wisdom doled out to him.
Someday one of our elected
representatives (who has been set
at one apade, doubled) will see
fit to outlaw kibitzing and make
tin' practitioners of this art liable
for severe punishment. Until that
day comes I have a sure cure for
those wise boys. It's a deck of
blank cards.
The only drawback is that the
players can't read the faces. But
neither can the kibitzers and that's
the object, isn't it?
e • •
—
SPORTS IN SHORTS

• • •

Kappa Delta won first place in
the Tuesay and Thursday Group I
volleyball intermurals.
Phi Mu
took first place honors in Group
II.
Fifty-five women will attend
the March 25 Midwest Physical
conference in Cleveland, at the
Hotel Cleveland.

RAYMOND'S
Sweet Shop

o—i TH'' BBSi

331 No. Main

Home Ec Chairman
To Speak In Toledo
Miss Laura Heston, chairman of
the Home Economics Dept. will act
as moderator during a dinner and
meeting of the Toledo Home Economic! Association in Toledo,
today.
As part of the program for
"Home Economics Week," representatives from high schools in
the Toledo area will hold a panel
discussion after the dinner on
"Careers in Home Economics."

Music Faculty Plans
Several Ohio Trips
Several faculty members of the
Music Dept. will be making trips
to Ohio communities within the
next few weeks.
Arthur Zuelzke will be a guest
conductor of bands at the Ottawa
County Musia Festival in Oak Harbor on April 1, and will be an adjudicator at the Kent State University band and orchestra auditions.
Dr. James Paul Kennedy, director of choral activities, has been
selected as a guest conductor at
the Defiance County Choral Festival on March 31.
Merrill C. McEwen was at Ottawa Hills High School yesterday,
discussing careers in music with
students as a part of the Annual
Vocational Conference.

Alumni Authorize
BGSU Plates
The Alumni Association has
authorized the developement of a
commemorative plates dlpicting
scenes of the campus. Misa Cornelia Menges of the Bowling Green
Art Dept. will draw the designs.
The plates will be made by the
Wedgewood China Co. in England
and will be available in a year to
18 months.

WRSM Program
Station WRSM had a program
last Saturday night starting five
minutes after the game was over
and continuing until one o'clock.
It could be heard in the Men'a Gym
where there was dancing and also
in the dorms where students were
listening to their radios.

Take your car to your
dependable Hudson
dealer.

For That
C/Otkes STILL Make

the man

CARWCOM-DOTTS

SNACK
insist on

CAIN'S
WE
CATER
TO
LARGE
PARTIES
AND
BANQUETS

MARCELLE POTATO
CHIPS

Bar-B-Que
"Lucky Joe—He Won The Steak
Dinner At...

Unlt'CTl

Won't Je+ anMOno -touch his clothes
sine© he shops at—

THE CAMPUS MENS SHOP
NEAR

OOf-l

Where friends Meet and U«peat.'

Hot Dog Sandwich
Vegetable Soup
Coffee
25c

O'li.t

for his

£5*9 0*6*

QUICK LUNCH SPECIAL

WILSON SKIPPER SHIRTS
they're plenty sharp!

eat a Home Made Donut 5c
Open till 12 p.m.
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Falcons Take Third Place In NIT
Enter Spring Sports

WUL tke QcdcOHA

Frisco Wins Title As
Bee Gee Beats Bradley

By Tom LoomU
THEY ALL PICK ALL-AMERICANS
Every year near the end of the basketball season every socalled expert comes forth with his AU-American team. Press
Associations, magazines, sports writers of all kinds spend paragraphs telling how Impossible it is to single out five players
throughout the nation and put them on one great all-star quintet.
They list the difficulties Involved in analyzing comparative
records, contrasting play In different sectors, and evaluating offensive and defensive worth. Then they proceed to pick their
team anyway.
It makes little difference whether the selector has seen any of
the great players perform. From scoring records and newspaper
stories everyone gathers his own opinion. Therefore, we shall
now do likewise. However, most of the players selected we
have occasionally seen play either this season or last; but that
In Itself is not enough to give the selections any worth. It's lust
fun to pick a teaml
Second Team
First Team
Vlnce Boryla, Denver
Tony Lavelll, Yale
Alex Groza, Kentucky
Don Lofgran, San Francisco
lack Kerris, Loyola
Ed Macauley, St. Louis
Gene Melchoirre, Bradley
Ralph Beard, Kentucky
Bob Harris, Okla. A and M
Dike Eddleman, Illinois
Lavelli of Yale is undoubtedly the greatest shot in the nation—perhaps the best offensive forward since Hank Luisetti. He
could hardly be left off any team. At the other forecourt spot Frisco's Lofgan- firmly entrenched himself by virtue of his performance
In the NIT. It's hard to visualize anyone playing better ball than
this boy did.
Ed Macauley wins the pivot nomination on his all around
play. Although he Is guilty of falling to shoot enough, his passing
ability, backboard play, and fine shooting aveiage give him the
nod.
At the guards we have named men who can play guard—
not pivot men, as some selections have done. Ralph Beard is
about the best outside set shot In the game as well as being fast
and superb on defense. Eddleman Is an underrated backcourt
operator who performs a large share of the rebound duties and
anchors the floor game for the Big Ten victors. He, too, is a good
shot.
FRISCO A GOOD TEAM
It has been said among Bee Gee rooters "that the Dons of San
Francisco are lucky team and actually do not deserve to be
NIT champion. Although It is probably true that had Bee Gee
played Its usual game It would have won, no credit can be rightfully taken from the victors.
Pete Newell brought a well coached determined team into
the Garden. The Dons forced their own breaks. In uncanny
Don Lofgran, a second string center until early In the year, they
had the outstanding player of the tourney. Around him was a
steady if not sensational cast that had the stuff to beat Utah, Bee
Gee, and Loyola. It couldn't have been just luck.
IN NEW YORK
Bee Gee was Installed as favorite after the quarter final upsets. Andy then commented that this was "the kiss of death."
Probably he didn't know how right he was . . . The crowd was
all for Bee Gee against St. Louis, then switched and tried to yell
down the Falcon fans In later game ... Big contrast between
Monday night hilarity and Thursday gloom—but parties went on
anyway . .. Shot of the toumey was made by Paul Unruh in closing moments of the consolation game. Jumping high he pushed a
teammate's pass Into the bucket on a fast break ... Bee Gee received excellent press all through the tourney. Falcon reputation
seems to be made ... Ed Hlckey and Adolphe Rupp think Falcons
best team.

Stellar Eyes 13 Lettermen
As Baseball Practice Begins
By Harris T. Budo*

Weather and the calendar to the contrary notwithstanding, spring is already here. If anyone doubts this statement,
he has to go no farther than the Men's Gym for evidence. Here
he will find Coach Warren Stellar's 1949 baseball candidates
working themselves into shape. With thirteen men returning
from last year, and some promising material graduating from
the frosh squad, Coach Stellar is
hopeful of improving on the 1948
record of seven victories and eight
losses.
Included among the returning
veterans are Ray Roob, the workhorse of last year's mound staff,
and his battery mate, Tom Burton.
Other returning hurlers are Ray
Hegstrom, Al Pomponio, and Jim
Stall.
Owen Ernsthauscn and
Ralph Weber are back to cover the
keystone sack and George Bohanna will return to handle third
base.
Glenn Honncr, last season's regular shortstop and the team's leading hitter, completes the list of returning inflelders. Howard Tesnow, a regular, returns to the outfleld along with Bill Lute.
Coach Stellar has indicated,
however, that as far as he is concerned at present, every position
on the team is open and he will
welcome any new candidates.
The schedule is as yet incomplete, but it is expected that an
agenda of fourteen games will be
forthcoming. The opener is tentatively slated for April 15 on the
Bowling Green diamond. Present
plans call for using the same field
as In 1948.
FreBhman baseball candidates
will be called out immediately after the varsity has been organized,

Play-off Planned
For IM Cagers

Bowling Green, on the rebound
after being bounced out of NIT
title consideration by San Francisco, took third place by overpowering Bradley, 82-77, in the consolation encounter Saturday.
The Dons from the Pacific Coast
won the championship from Loyola's Ramblers, 48-47, in the finale
on a foul shot by Ross Guidico
with five seconds to play.
It was Bee Gee's great depth
that paid off in the end against the
classy Braves from Peoria. Chuck
Share, 6'11", and Mac Otten, 6'6",
on whom most of the experts
thought the Falcons based their
entire attack, fouled out at 3:11
and 11:42 of the second half.
Using Stan Weber, John Payak,
Bob Long, Gene Dudley, Eli Joyce,
and later Bob Green, Bee Gee protected a 68-61 margin. Bradley
pulled to within one point of the
victors twice but just couldn't
cope with the speed of the fresher
Ohioans.
Johnny Payak, in his final game
for Bowling Green, contributed
his best night of the season. The
smooth 6'4" playmnkcr was hitting
with a one-handcr all evening and
finished with 17 points. Share,
while he was in there, also hawked

in 17. It was overall power that
won the ball game, however, as
Coach Harold Anderson proved
once again that he could go nine
men deep and maintain efficiency.
Paul Unruh, one of the tourney's outstanding stars, flipped in
20 points for Bradley to divide top
scoring honors with Chuck Grover.
The Braves' substitute forward
led the way in the second half with
16 of his 20 markers. "Squeck"
Melchiorre, floor general and
part-time pivot man (at B'8"),
had nine. When he fouled out
with a little more than five minutes to play his team floundered.
Captain Otten, Payak, and
Emerson Speicher, who also left
prematurely after playing a fine
game, completed their collegiate
careers in the Garden tilt. Otten
and Payak captured their fourth
cage letters this season while the
flashy and aggressive redhead
notched number three.
The Falcons won 24 games
against seven defeats playing one
of the toughest schedules in the
country and took 16 out of their
last 17 games since losing to
mighty Kentucky by two points
on Jan. 11.
Previous to the tourney Bee
Gee was rated third in the nation
by the Dunkel system and tenth by
Associated Press.

San Francisco Upsets Bee Gee
49-39 In NIT Semi-Final Go

With six of the eight independent league championships already
Favored to win the National Indecided, plans for an independent
intramural basketball tournament vitational Tourney after defeating
are underway. It is expected that St. Louis in the quarter finals,
the tourney will be completed by Bowling Green ran into a cold
the first of April.
night and some very able icemen
Five teams had the distinction in the green uniforms of the evenof completing their seasons unde- tual champions, San Francisco.
feated.
The League III KPs,
Unable to control the game at
League IV Hut L, League V any stage, Bee Gee hadn't looked
Bucket Brigade, League VI Dood- .so bad since the New Year's Evo
lers, and League VII Stadium defeat by Loyola. The final score
Buddhas arc as yet unbeaten. was 49-30.
The Roughnecks, who lead League
The Dons, not ploying their best
I with a 4-0 mark will join this ball themselves, had enough to
group if they can get by Evcrs' take the Falcons, who hit only 12
Eagles in their final contest. D- shots in 72 flings at the basket.
Wing still has a chance to tic for
the title by beating Ort's Rummies Don Lofgran, the willowy 6'6"
forward was as hot as everyone
if the Roughnecks lose.
League VIH's pennant chase is else was cold. He made all constill wide open. Never Was leads ceivable types of shots in registhis group by virtue of a 33-20 win tering 24 points.
from the PUs to boost their season
Chuck Share scored three field
record to two wins and one loss.

goals in eueh half and udded eight
foul tosses to lead Bowling Green
with 20.
John Bennington, Frisco captain from Findlay, O., pulled the
trick of the tourney in holding Bee
Gee's Mae Otten to two points during the contest.
Playmuker Rene Herrerias,
pint-sized playmuker who was instrumental in the defeats of Manhattan and Utah, and Joe McNamee, star pivot man all season,
fouled out in the second half, but
even this wus not enough to turn
the tide.
Playing in their first NIT games
the west coast entry knew how to
defeat Bee Gee. Frisco seemed to
be in control at all times, taking
the rebounds from their larger
opponents, outrunning the Falcon
speedboys, and finally outshooting
the Ohioans. The latter wasn't
tough to do.
Never A Champion

be, <?

Bowling Green has made more
trips to the National Invitational
Tournament than any other nonlocal team. The Falcons have yet
to cop the championship.
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Experts Still Wondering
As Cage Season Ends
By HANK BUSSEY

The 1948-49 edition of Bowling Green's Falcons wound up
the basketball season Saturday night by smashing the Bradley
Braves from Peoria, 111., 82-77, to win third place in the National Invitational Tournament and finish the year with a 24-7
record.
It was a fantastic, dope-debunking season for Coach
H»roId Andereon and his boys,
Even their most ardent fans found
themselves shaking their heads
and wondering whether Bowling
Green was truly "the greatest college basketball team in the country" (Thanks, Coach Ed Hlckey
of St. Louis), or just God's greatest injustice to old man Fahrenheit's device.
The first important game of the
season saw the Falcons paralyzing
Long Island U., 07-64, to set a
new regular season scoring record
in Madison Square Garden.
Down at Bowling Green, Ky.,
the Falcons fell prey to Western
Kentucky, 60-51. Then two tough
losses, both in overtimes, at the
hands of Holy Cross and Loyola of
Chicago hit the Bee Gees and
started rocking their nationul rating boat.
Victories over Valparaiso, South
Carolina, and Beloit kept the Falcons' heads above water but the
New Year's jaunt to the Windy
City provided the A-bomb of the
season, Loyola of Chicago stomping out a 60-38 win over the hapless visitors.
At thiH point, Bowling Green
was being listed among the "alsorans" in all the ratings.
Fans
philosophized, 'Well, it can't get
much worse." And then the Fulcons won u couple from Xavier
and Kent State, preparing for a
big week that included Kentucky
that following Friday.
The Fulcons went into the Baldwin-Wallace game as ten point
favorites. The giant-killing Yellow Jackets promptly rose up to
hand the "cinches" a 73-60 upset.
This loss hurled the Howling
Green hoopsters to the depths of
the national ratings, Dunkcl allowing them the 31th spot in the
country.
On Friday, Jan. 11, the Falcons,
true to their cockeyed form,
snapped back to scare the Barons

from Kentucky. In a close tussle
that set a new Cleveland Arena
attendance record, the lead
changed hands 10 times before
Kentucky finally edged the Falcons 63-61.
From that game to the end of
the regular season, Bowling Green
couldn't be stopped. The Falcons
disposed of 15 straight foes which
included top ranking Duquesne,
Villanova, LaSalle, and Western
Kentucky. They trounced Loyola
of Chicago to make up earlier losses to the Kamblers; and they pulverized the Toledo Rockets to retain the Peace Pipe.
Coach Anderson continued
drills, expecting a bid to the National Invitational. Then, as the
tourney selection committee got
itself confused and overlooked
Bowling Green, the afternoon
warm-ups were discontinued and
the season pronounced "Finis" for
the locals. Four days later, the
committee enlarged the tournament to n 12-tcam-field inviting
both Bowling Green and Loyola.
Paired against St, John's in the
opener, the Falcons advanced with
a 77-64 win. Next on the list was
seeded St. Louis, the defending
champion and the favorite to win
tho tournament nfter Kentucky
was eliminated earlier in the day.
The Falcons came out on top,
80-74, and became the odds-on
choice to wind up with th ecrown.
Then it hnppened.
The mercury fell and Bowling Green could
hit only 16 per cent of its field
goals against San Francisco—the
winner that night and tne eventual
winner of the 1948 tournament.
The Fulcons finished the season
with a 60.0 offensive average, one
of the liigliesl in the nation, as
compare to a defensive average of
67.3.
The leading BCOI*r for the Falcons was Charlie Share who finished the season with 521 points,
a 10.8 pel-game average.

CiftZu
Open 12:45 Daily

Fri., Sat.

Mar. 25-26

Four Faces West
with Joel MoCrea and
Frances Dee

/'/«*

Texas-Brooklyn
and Heaven
with Guy Madison and
Diana Lynn

Sun., Tues. Mar. 27-29

Wake Of The Red
Witch
John Wayne

Gail

Riiss.ll

Wed.,Thur. Mar. 30-31
OPPORTUNITY CLUB
MEETS 2 DAYS

Mr. Peabody and
The Mermaid
with
William Powell

Ann Blyth

LYRIC
Open 2:15 Sat.

Fri., Sat.

Mar. 25-26

Outlaw Brand
with Jimmy Wakely
Open 2:16 Sun.

Sun., Mon.

Mar. 27-28

Smugglers Cove
with Leo Gorcey and The
Bowery Boyi
Pliu

Bungalow 13
with Tom Conway

Tues., Thur. Mar. 29-31
Open 6:45

Southern Yankee
with Red Skelton
Plus

Allegheny
Uprising

ANC. MED., and MOO. HIST
ANTHROPOLOGY. Outline si.
IACTERIOLOOY, P'lo. ef.
BIOLOGY. Oeeerel
— ROTANY. Oeeerel
— BUSINESS IAW
CAICUIUS. Ttie

CORPORATION FINANCE _
DOCUMENTED PAPERS, Writ,
—ECONOMICS, Principle. ef_
EDUCATION. Hlslery ef.
ENGLAND. HIiMy •>.
EUROPE, MOO-1848, Hilt, ef
EUROPE, 18151947, History of_
_ EXAMS., Hew lo Write letter
FORESTRY, 0*n., Onlllee el__
FRENCH GRAMMAR
GEOIOGT, Principles el.
OIOMETIY, Plane. Frees. Il
OEtMAN ORAMMAR
GOVERNMENT. Amerltan
.
GRAMMAR, ENO. Prln. 4 Fret, el
HrDRAUUCS far Plree>ea
P3URNAUSM, Seney el.
IATIN AMERICA, Hlltery
IATIN AMERICA li
IAT. AMI*. Chilli., Rdas, li
—IAT. AMIR, Er.nc.ml.
LITERATURE, Ajserleae
LITERATURE. Enillih, Diet, el
LIT., Eeeiiih. Hist, te D~»se__
— til., !»,., Hill, since Ml
LITERATURE. Ge.m.
.-LOGARITHMIC t Trie. Tobles__
HID. AGES, 30O1500, Hist. ~
MUSIC, Hlitery —
—FMllOSOPHY. Ae liitre
PHILOSOPHY, EMdii
PHYSICS, Pint Yets Cell
POLITICAL SCIENCE __
POLITICS, D|(l. .1 Ame.li
PORTUGUESE ORAMMAJ
_ PRONUNCIATION. OeltSs
— PSTCHOLOOY.
_ PSTCHOLOOY, General
— RUSSIA, Hlitery el.
_ SHAKESPEAREAN Nesset, Did
... SHAKESPEARE'S Fieri, Oot.
—SLIM RULE, Pretties! ess el
—SOCIOIOOY. Prleclples et_
-SPANISH ORAMMAR
STATISTICAL METHODS _____
STUDY, test Metkees ef
TRIO.. Pleee 4 Seeerlcel
— TUDOR t STUART Fieri, Oel__
—U. S. In Seesa* WerM Wer___
. S. te 1144, Hlilorr ef_—_—.
—U. S.. elees IMS, Hlitery WORLD. Since 11!4. MsMy eE_
—JOOIOOY. General
PRICES WMCT TO CHANGS

KIGER'S

Sigma Chi Cops
Frat Cage Title

Often Named
On AP'sAII
Tourney Team

Sigma Chi won the fraternity
Mac Otten, Bee Gee captain,
basketball championship for the
has been named to the Associated
second straight year by defeating
Press All-National
Invitational
SAE 38 to 27 in the playoffs MonTournament first team for the
day night in the Men's Gym.
games just completed in Madison
SAE jumped off to an early
Square Garden.
lead and continued to set the pace
Chuck Share, Falcon center,
most of the first ten minutes until
the Sigs closed the gap and took was chosen for the second five.
Don Lofgran, 6'6", San Frana 25-18 lead at the end of the first
cisco forward, was chosen as Most
hali.
Valuable Player of the tourney
Sigma Chi came back strong in
the last half to keep their margin and named to the first string with
and win going away. The SAE Paul Uuruh, flashy Bradley pivot
zone defense failed to slow down man; Jack Kerris, Loyola kingpin;
the Sigs' fast break in the last per- Gerry Nagel, Loyola guard; and
iod.
Otten.
Joe Polk, who meshed the first
The second team included Joe
six points for Sigma Chi, was high McNamee, Frisco center; Gene
scorer for the evening with 12 Melchoirre, Bradley sparkplug;
points. Bud Fleglc and Dane Bar- Frank Kuzara, San Francisco; Ben
ber garnered 10 apiece for the
Sigs while Bob DePetro was high Bluitt, Loyola; and Share.
Such Ail-Americans as Alex
for SAE with 10.
Sigma Nu dropped ATO 36 to Groza, Wah-Wah Jones, and Ralph
23 for third place in the fraternity Beard, all of Kentucky; Ed Macauplayoffs. Ed Lord led the scoring ley of St. Louis; Vern Gardiner of
for Sigma Nu with 12 points.
Utah; and Johnny Oldham of
In the fifth place playoff, Kappa
Western Kentucky were eliminatSigma edged Pi Thcta 30 to 29.
ed from consideration by their
teams' quarter-final losses.

Life Savers Meet

All candidates for the Life Saving and Water Safety Instructors
Course will meet at the Natatorium Tuesday, March 29, at 6:30
p.m.
Students who have signed for
Physical Education 322 must attend the meeting.

Gift Suggestions?
"Any seniors having suggestions concerning a class gift arc
urged to pass them on to any one
of the class officers before April 1,
at which time a committee will
meet and make a final decision,"
states Bob Mudgett, senior class

New Bowling League
Starts Second Round
The New All-U-Bowling League,
organized by Sigma Psi Omega,
went into its second round of
league play last Friday night.
The league is a handicap league
and play will continue for 10
weeks, with an entry of six teams.
Last week's pairings pitted Sigma Psi Omega against the Lucky
Strikes and The Off-Campus Club
against the B-Wing Smashers,
while the Jelly Beans met the KPs
from Hut "P."

Wadna-doy. March 23. 1949
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The Box Scores
lowllll Oreee

Otten
Joyce —
Share _.
Payak —
Weber .
Speicher
Dudley .
Green ....

2
0
20
7
5
2
0

12

IS

39

Fouls: Otten 3. Joyce. Share 4. Payak
2. Lang 3. Weber 5. Speicher 2. Dudley 2.
San Francisco
Bennington
Lofgran
McNamee
Kuxara
Herrertas
Glesen
Guidlce

_ 1
_. 10
_ 2
_ 1
— 0
_ 1
.._ 2

21

S
8
0
2
4

17
15
49
Fouls: Bennington 3. Lolgran 2, McNamee 5. Kuzara 2*. Herreriaa 5. Gieien.

Green —
Joyce
Weber
Otten
Share
Payak —
Dudley ....
Long .—.
Speicher
Raber ......

Bowling Gree.
G
1

»
«
»
«

J .
1
3

'

0

F
0
0
3
1
5
3
1
3
2
0

32
18
Fouli: Otlen 5. Speicher 3. Share
Long 2. Weber 4. Dudley 2, Payak.
Iradley
F
G
0
Humerickhouse
_ 0
0
Man
_ 2
6
„ 7
Grover
5
Melchlorre
- 2
Unruh
2
... 9
0
. 1
Behnke
Chlanakai ____
0
_ 1
Preece
s
. S
Garber
0

ADAH'S KITCHEN
115 West Merry Ave.
FINE HOME COOKED FOODS
—

82
5,

T
0
4
20
9
20
2
2
14
8

FouU: Melchlorre 5, Mann 5. Unruh 2.
Humerickhouse. Chlanakas 3, Grover 4.
Preece 4. Garber 2, Behnke.

EAT AT

STEAKS

T
2
6
13
11
17
17
3
8
4
0

CHOPS — FISH

SPECIALS
MONDAYS—Mock Duck
TUESDAYS— Italian Spaghetti
WEDNESDAYS—Hungarian Goolaah
THURSDAYS—Chow Mein and Chop Suey
SUNDAYS—Fried Spring Chicken
Special! also served to take out
OATERING PARTY SERVICE
Open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Shop at tht

Bee Gee Delicatessen & Carry out
maintained in connection with

ADAH'S KITCHEN
Largi atiortment of Quality Dtlicatetsen Food* and
Liquid RifrtthmtnU

